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RELATIVE BICOMPLEMENTS AND TOLERANCE EXTENSION 
PROPERTY IN DISTRIBUTIVE LATTICES 
JOSEF NlEDERLE, B m O 
(Received August 11, 1976) 
It is a well-known result of A. DAY that if L is a sublattice of a distributive lattice D 
then every congruence relation on Lean be extended to a congruence relation on the 
whole D. The purpose of the present paper is to giv? a characterization of such pairs 
[D, L] that every compatible tolerance relation on Lean be extended on D. 
By a tolerance relation we mean a reflexive and symmetric binary relation. It 
need not be transitive. The concept was introduced by ZEEMAN and compatible 
tolerance relations on algebras were for the first time studied by B. ZELINKA. Some 
properties of compatible tolerance relations on distributive lattices are important: 
Let D be a distributive lattice, Ta compatible tolerance relation on D. Then 
1) {x 6 D | [x, a] e T} forms a convex sublattice of D for each fixed a e D; 
2) [x9 y] e To [x A y9 x v y] e Tfor arbitrary x9 y e D; 
3) the intersection of an arbitrary set of compatible tolerance relations on D is 
again a compatible tolerance relation on D; 
4) to every binary relation R on D there exists a least compatible tolerance relation 
T(R) on D containing R. T(R) will be called the compatible tolerance relation 
generated by R. T(R) — {[a9 b]\ there exists an (m + n)-ary term t such that a = 
* X(au ..., am9 xi9..., x,.), b = t(bl9..., bm9 xl9..., xn) for some [a{9 b^eRv R*} 
where [x, y] e R* : o [y9 x] e R. 
The following result is well-known: 
Lemma 1. Let D be a distributive lattice, J an ideal (dual ideal) in D9 ae D\ J. 
Then there exists an ideal (dual ideal) I9 J^.1, a$l9 which is maximal with this 
property. I is prime. 
Lemma — Definition. Let D be a distributive lattice, a9 b e D9 a < b91 an ideal 
in D not containing b9F a dual ideal in D not containing a, which are both maximal 
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with these properties and let D = / u F , Then T = (I x J) u (F x F) is a com-
patible tolerance relation on D. 
Such tolerance relations will be called to be of the type T. 
Definition. By a relative bicomplement of a subinterval <a, 5> of an interval 
<a, fc> we mean an element x with the property x A a = a, x v 5 = i . 
A sublattice L of a lattice D is said to be closed under relative bicomplements 
if whenever <a, 5> has a relative bicomplement in <a, fe> in 2), a, b,a,Be L, then 
<a, 5> has a relative bicomplement in <a, 6> in L, too. 
Let L be a sublattice of a lattice D,TSL compatible tolerance relation on L. A com-
patible tolerance relation Ton D is said to be an extension of Tif T\L = T. 
[D, L] is said to have the tolerance extension property (TEP) (x-tolerance 
extension property (x TEP)) if every compatible tolerance relation on L (of the type 
t) has an extension on D. 
r 
Lemma 2. Let T be a compatible tolerance relation on the distributive lattice D. 
Let a,b e D, [a, b~\$T,a<b. Then there exists a compatible tolerance relation Tab 
of the type x containing Tand not containing [a, &]. 
Proof. Suppose a,beD, a < b, T is a compatible tolerance relation on D, 
[a, b] £ T. Let A = {x e D | [x, a] € T}, let J be the ideal in D generated by A. 
Clearly b $ J, hence there exists (by Lemma l) an ideal Iab containing / and not 
containing b which is maximal with this property, Iab prime. Let B denote the set 
{x e D\ [X, y] e Tfor some y e D \Iab}. B =f= 0 for b € B. B is a dual ideal in D not 
containing a: 
(i) x, y e B => 3x', / € £> \/ f l6 , [x, x'], [y, / ] e T=> [x A y, x' A / ] e ^ ' A 
A y' e D\Iab (for Ifl6 is prime) => x A }> 6 B; 
(ii) xeB, x ^ j ' => 3x' 6 D\Iab, [x, x'] e T=> [>> v x', y v x] 6 T, y v x = y, 
j; v x 'eD\J f l d =>}>e£; 
(iii) a $ B for [x, a] e T=> x e A £ / c Ia6. 
By Lemma 1, there exists a dual ideal Fab containing B and not containing a which is 
maximal with this property. T ^ Tab = (Iab x Iab) u (Fab x Fab). Clearly [a, h] # 
#Tafe. Q.E.D. 
Proposition 1. Let Tbea compatible tolerance relation on a distributive lattice L. 
Then T can be represented as an intersection of a set of compatible tolerance 
relations of the type T. 
Proof. Let C = (L x L)\T. Clearly T c f) ^.Conversely , if [x, yl $ T, 
tatb}tsC 
a<b 
then by (2) [x A y, x v y] $T, hence [x A y, x v y] # TXAytXVy, again by (2) 
tx,y]$Tx/,ytXvy and therefore [ x , y ] # f| -C. Consequently T « 0 -Tfl6. Q.E.D. 
Ca,Ь]єC £в.ЬleC 
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Proposition 2. [D, L] has TEP if and only if it has x TEP. 
Proof. => Qpar. 
«<-» Let T be a compatible tolerance relation on L. By Proposition 1 T = f| Tab, 
ta,b}eC 
a<b 
Tab have extensions Tab. f) Tab is an extension of T: It is clearly a compatible tolerance 
t<*,b}eC 
a<b 
relation on £>,T = f) Tab& fi Tab9x9yeL,[x,y\e (\ Tab=>[x, y]eTabVa, beL, 
tatb]eC la,b]eC [a,iV|eC 
a<b a<b a<b 




Proposition 3. Let Lbe a sublattice of a distributive lattice D not closed under 
relative bicomplements. Then [D, L] has not TEP. 
Proof Let <a? 5> be a subinterval of <a, fc> which has a relative bicomplement x 
in D but no relative bicomplement in L. A compatible tolerance relation T of the 
type x on L which has no extension on D will be constructed. Let A denote the set 
{de L| d A a = a}, let J be the ideal in Lgenerated by A u {5}. b $ J (as b e J => 
=> B v ydt = fc, </, e A => 5 v (b A V dt) = (6 v b) A (B V V 4) = *>, « A 
R R 
A (b A V^i) =* #> i-e. b A \/ dt is a relative bicomplement of <a, *5> in <a, b} 
in L), therefore there exists in Lan ideal J containing J and not containing b which is 
maximal with this property. Let E be the dual ideal in Lgenerated by the set (L \ J) u 
u {a}.a$E(a$aeE «-> 3xeL\-F, x A a ^ a => x v a 6 L \ / , ( x v a) A a = a => 
=> x v a e A ,<= J £ / ) . As far as F is the maximal dual ideal containing E and not 
containing a, T = (J x J) u (F x F) is a compatible tolerance relation on L. If T 
were an extension of T on _D, then a = a v a = a v (x A a), b = b A b — 
= (5 v x) A (B v b) = 5 v (x A b)9 [a v (x A a), 5 v (x A bj} e T=> [a, b] e T 
which is a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
Proposition 4. If Lis a sublattice of a distributive lattice D closed under relative 
bicomplements, then [D, L] has x TEP. 
Proof. Let Tbe a compatible, tolerance relation of the type x on Lformed by an 
ideal I and a dual ideal F. Suppose the compatible tolerance relation Ton D generated 
by Tis not an extension of T, i.e. there exist x, y e L, x < y, [x, )>] 6 T9 [x, y] £ T. 
ItAs clearly x eL\F, y e L\I. 
[x, y] € T implies the existence of an (m -h n)-ary term t such that 
(•) x**t(ai9...tam9 xi9...9xn)9 y = t(bl9...9bm9xl9...9xu) 
for some af, d, € L, [ai9 6 j 6 T, x̂  e D. 
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It is known that in distributive lattices every P-ary term t == t($l9..., £p) is equi-
valent to a term of the form 
V A f i k , M { l ? . . . , p } -
It is easy to see that (*) implies 
x = V(c; A / ) and y = V K A / ) 
for some c\9 d[ e L, [c\, d;] e T, / • e D, q e N. 
Denote 
Ci = j A (x v (c\ A d[)), dt = y A(X v c\ v dj), yt = >; A (X V / , ) . 
Evidently, it holds 
(**) X = V (Ci A >̂ i) , y =y(di A yt) , 
i = l i = l 
chdieL, x^Ci^di^y , [cf, d j e 7\ x ^ yt ^ y . 
It can be supposed that the binomials in (**) are indexed so that 
chdiSl for i = 1, ..., r<q and chdiSF for i = r + l , ..., q. 
r r q _ q •, r 4 
Denote c = A q , 3 = V 4 c = A c„ -* = V dh z = V yi, z = V yi-
i = l i = l i = r + l i = r + l i = l i = r + l 
Clearly x ^ c ^ 3 ^ y, x ^ c g d g j , x ^ z ^ y , x ^ z ^ y . 
»• r * « 
X = (C A Z) V (C A f) = ( A Cj A V yi) V ( A Cj A V yi) = 
j = l i = l j = r + l i = r + l 
r r q q 
= V ( A Cj A yt) v V ( A <V A y() = 
i = l j = l i = r + l i = r + l 
»• « 
^ V (ci A yt) v V (ci A yt) = x , hence x = (c A Z) V (C A Z) . 
i = l i = r + l 
^ ( 3 A z ) v ( l A 2 ) = ( V V V y i ) v ( V djA V .V.) -
J = l i = l j = r + l i = r+l 
= V ( V d 7 A ^ V V ( V V y i ) ^ 
i = l J = l i = r + l J = r + 1 
»• 4 ^ 
= V (^i A y,) v V (^i A >>i) = y, hence y = (3 A z) V (d A Z) . 
i = l i = r + l 
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If F n I = 0, then Tis a congruence and Tis an extension of T 
Suppose F n I 4= 0, let eeF nl, x 51 e S y. Denote 3 = 3 v e, c = c A e. 
Clearly c £ 3f £, 3el r\ F. Then l A c = l A C A e = x j H v d = z v 2 v 
v g ^ (? A 3) v (z A 3) v e = y, thus 1! is a relative bicomplement of <c, <3> in 
<x, >>> in .0. But <c, 5> cannot have a relative bicomplement in <x, y} in Lfor if b 
were such a bicomplement, x = x v x = x v (fc A c), j ; = 3 v i = 3 v (b A j), 
[x v (b A c), 3 v (b A y)"\eT=> [x, >>] G T. Consequently, L is not closed under 
relative bicomplements. Q.E.D. 
An immediate consequence of Propositions 2, 3, 4 is 
Theorem. Let Lbe a sublattice of a distributive lattice D. [D, L] has TEP if and 
only if Lis closed in D under relative bicomplements. 
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